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SOME CURVATURE PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY

CONFORMAL KAHLER MANIFOLDS

BY

IZU VAISMAN

Abstract. Curvature identities and holomorphic sectional curvature of locally

conformai Kahler manifolds are investigated. Particularly, sufficient conditions for

such manifolds to be globally conformai Kahler are derived.

In [2], A. Gray showed the importance of various curvature identities in the

geometry of the almost Hermitian manifolds. It is therefore to be expected that

such identities should play some role in the geometry of the locally conformai

Kahler (l.c.K.) manifolds [4], [5], too. Particularly, we can ask whether such

identities could characterize the Kahler manifolds in the class of the l.c.K. mani-

folds and we want to give here a theorem of this kind. We shall also obtain

information about the Kahler-nullity distribution [2] and about the holomorphic

sectional curvature of the l.c.K. manifolds.

1. L.c.K. manifolds. A. Gray studied in [2] various curvature identities which

could appear in the almost-Hermitian geometry. As usual, we are working in the

C°°-category, and we shall denote by M2n (n > 1) the manifold, by J its complex

structure, by g the Hermitian metric and by Sl(X, Y) = g(X, JY) (X, Y, . . . are

always vector fields on M) its fundamental form. We refer, for instance, to [3] for a

detailed exposition of the almost Hermitian geometry.

Now, if £ is some class of almost-Hermitian manifolds, Gray defines the classes

£,■ (i = 1, 2, 3) as its subclasses characterized respectively by the identities [2]:

(') P-XYZW ~  "xYiJzyjvry

(2) RXyzw ~ R(jxyjY)zw ~ °(jx)Y(jz)w ~ "(jx)yz(jw) ~ 0,

(3) RXYZW =  ^(JXXJYXJZXJ»')'

where R is the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection V of g. It is known

that for every £ one has £, G £2 G £3 G £ and that the class % of the Kahler

manifolds satisfies all of the relations (1), (2), (3) [2].

Particularly, if we denote by G% the class of the l.c.K. manifolds, we can speak

of the classes Q%¡ (i = 1, 2, 3) and we shall investigate some relations between

these classes.

But, before doing this, we recall some properties of the manifolds of Q % and we

establish some useful results including the determination of their Kähler-nullity

distribution [2]. More about this subject can be found in [5].
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First, an almost-Hermitian manifold M is l.c.K. iff

[J,J]=0,       dQ = uA®, (1.1)

where [J, J] is the Nijenbuis tensor of J [3] and

to =[1/(h - l)]8iï°J =[l/(n - l)]A</fl (1.2)

is the so-called Lee form and is closed (8 is the codifferential and A = /'(ß)).

Since « is closed, we have locally u = do and

g' = e-'g (1.3)

are the local conformai Kahler metrics of g. One can see that the Levi-Civita

connection of the metrics g' define a global connection V on M, which is given by

VxY=VxY-\io(X)Y-x^(Y)X+{g(X,Y)B, (1.4)

where B is the contravariant field of co called the Lee field. We call V the Weyl

connection and it is shown in [6] that the conditions (1.1) are equivalent with

VXJ = 0. (1.5)

Of course, V is no more an almost complex connection and we have

(VXJ)(Y) = -\g(X, Y)A -\Q(X, Y)B + \9(Y)X-\u(Y)JX,      (1.6)

where

9 = to »/,       A = -JB. (1.7)

As a consequence, we see that

cp(x, y) = -2w((v^y)(y)) (i.8)

is an exterior 2-form on M and satisfies

d> = |co|2S2 - w A 0. (1-9)

To get another interesting expression of this form, we consider

LBSl = i(B)dti + di(B)Q = i(B)(u Aü) + dB,

which gives

LBtt = |co|2i2 - to A 0 + dB, (1.10)

and therefore

«5 = LBti - ¿0. (1.11)

In [2], the Kahler-nullity distribution is defined as the function m i-> 9C(m)

sending every m E M to

%(m) = {X E TmM/(VxJ)(Y) =0 for all Y). (1.12)

Clearly, this may have singular points.

In our case, we prove

Proposition 1.1. If M E Q%, the Kahler-nullity distribution %(M) is equal to

the annihilator of the 2-form d>. Its singular points are the vanishing points of u and at

such a point %(m) = TmM. At every nonsingular point m, %(m) is two-dimensional

and is generated by A and B.
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Proof. It is clear from the definitions of %(M) and $ that %(M) is included in

the annihilator, Ann 4>, defined by the X satisfying <5>(X, Y) = 0 for every Y.

Now, if at m E M, w(m) = 0, we have Annm 4> = TmM and, at the same time,

from (1.6), %(m) = TmM. I.e., %(m) = Annm $ as stated.

If, on the contrary, io(m) ¥= 0, we note first that A and B belong to both %(m)

and Annm d>, which is an easy consequence of (1.6) and (1.8). On the other hand,

we can see that rankm $ = 2(n — 1). In fact, since A and B are linearly indepen-

dent and belong to Ann d>, we have rank $ < 2(n - 1). But if we had rank $ <

2(« — 1), (1.9) would imply rank Q < 2n, which is false. This shows that Annm $

G %(m) and we are done.

It is also worthwhile to consider the complementary orthogonal distribution

%±(M) of %(M) and we call it the Kahler distribution of M. If to ^ 0 everywhere,

%x (M) has the equations

w = 0,       6 = 0. (1.13)

2. Curvature identities. We go over now to curvature considerations. These will

be based on the relation between the curvature tensor of the connections V and V,

which is familiar in conformai Riemannian geometry. Namely, from

Pxy=VX*y- VKV^- Vlx¡Y]

and from (1.4) we get

RxyZ = RXYZ - I{ [(V^)(Z) + \w(X)o>(Z)] Y

-[(VYo3)(Z)+^(Y)co(Z)]x

-g(Y,Z)[VxB+\w(X)B] +g(X,Z)[VYB+\o(Y)B]}

- (H2/4){g(y, Z)X - g(X, Z)Y). (2.1)

Put

L(X, Y) = (V^coX Y) + \^(XMY) = g(VxB, Y) + \u>(X)o>( Y),      (2.2)

where the last equality follows from (Vxg)(B, Y) = 0.

Since u is closed, L is a symmetric 2-tensor and, by scalar multiplication of (2.1)

by W, we get the well-known formula [1]

e°RxYzw = RXYZW-\{L(X, Z)g(Y, W) - L(Y, Z)g(X, W)

+ L(Y, W)g(X,Z)-L(X,W)g(Y,Z)}

- (H2/4){g(y, Z)g(X, W) - g(X, Z)g(Y, W)}, (2.3)

where R' is the curvature tensor of the local Kahler metric g' = e~"g.

Theorem 2.1. (i) // M E Ö9C, is compact, then M is a Kahler manifold. If

compactness is replaced by the condition div B < 0, the same conclusion prevails.

(ii) 6 %2 = G %3 [2], and every manifold of this class for which either B is analytic

or the trajectories of A and B are geodesic lines is a Kahler manifold.
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Proof, (i) We replace in (1) of §1 the tensor R by the help of (2.3) and use the

fact that R ' is the curvature of a Kahler metric, hence it satisfies the same identity

(1). If in the obtained relation we go over to local components we get

gjeLik - gieLjk  + gikLje - 8jkLie + (|W|V2) { 8jk8ie ~ 8ik8je)

= %JskLsi - ¡¿¿¿h + vikj;Lsj - %j:lsí

+ (M2/2){fi,A - 0^}. (2.4)

Next, we contract (2.4) with gJeg'k and use the relation between g, /, ß as well as

the Hermitian character of g. We shall obtain thereby

2g% = «H2. (2.5)

Finally, replacing Ltj from (2.2) yields

2 div B - (n - l)|w|2 = 0, (2.6)

which proves directly that M is Kahler (w = 0) if div B < 0, and proves the same

result by integrating over M, if M is compact, since fM div B = 0.

(ii) In a similar manner, we find the following characteristic relation of G 5Cj :

SlkPje -  gjkPie - giePjk + gjePik = 0, (2.7)

where the tensor P is defined by

P(X, Y) = L(X, Y) - L(JX, JY). (2.8)

Now by contracting in (2.7) with g'k and next, in the resulting relation, with gjc,

we see that (2.7) is equivalent with P = 0, i.e. Q %¡ is characterized by

L(X, Y) = L(JX, JY) (2.9)

(L is a Hermitian form).

Furthermore, we get similarly for the class Q %2 the characteristic relation

SjePtk   -  gjkPie  + gejrJJPsk  -  gkmJ.mJ/Pse  = 0, (2.10)

which obviously yields CX, G G^ and, since also SDCj G Q%¡, we are done for

the first assertion of (ii). (See also Theorem 5.1 of [2].)

Finally, let us take M E G%s, i.e. satisfying (2.9) or equivalently (see (2.2)),

g(VxB, Y) - g(VJXB,JY)+\o>(X)o>(Y)-\B(X)9(Y) = 0.        (2.11)

Here we shall use

VJXB =VB(JX)-[B,JX] = (VBJ)(X) + J(VBX)-[B,JX]

= J(VBX)-[B,JX],

where  the last equality is valid since, by Proposition  1.1, B belongs to the

Kähler-nullity distribution %(M).

As a consequence, (2.11) becomes

g([B,JX] -J[B,X],JY)+±(o,(X)o>(Y)-9(X)9(Y)) = 0.       (2.12)

If B is an analytic vector field, (2.12) gives u(X)u(Y) = 9(X)9(Y), which is easily

seen to hold iff to = 0, i.e. in the case when M is Kahler.
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As for the last statement of the theorem, note that for X = B, (2.12) reduces to

g([B,A],JY) = (|w|72)co(V) = (|co|2/2)g(5, Y), (2.13)

whence 2J[B,A] = - \u\2B or

[A,B]=(\u\2/2)A. (2.14)

In other words, the Kahler-nullity distribution of M E G%¡ is integrable.

But (2.14) means

(\uf/2)A =VAB - VBA =VA(JA) + VB(JB) = J(VAA + VBB),

since both A and B belong to the Kähler-nullity distribution of M.

Hence, if the trajectories of A and B are geodesic lines we have A = 0, i.e. co = 0.

Q.E.D.
Remarks. (1) Of course, for M to carry a Kahler metric, it suffices that the

hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied for a metric which is globally conformai to

the given one.

(2) The basic example of the Hopf manifolds H E G% [5], [6] shows that the

class G%i, is strictly included in Q%. Indeed, in this case, B is analytic but the

manifold is not Kahler whence, by the above Theorem 2.1, we have H E Q%¡

and, of course, H E G%¡ (i = 1, 2, 3).

(3) It seems to us that there is no chance to find a curvature identity for the class

G% which would be simpler than the general Hermitian identity of [2]. However

this is still an open problem.

3. Holomorphic sectional curvature. In this section, we shall derive some informa-

tion about the holomorphic sectional curvature (h.s.c.) of an l.c.K. manifold and we

begin by

Proposition 3.1. Let M be a complete l.c.K. manifold and assume that its h.s.c.

satisfies the condition

Kxvx) > (M2/4) + « (3.1)

for some 8 > 0. Then M is compact simply connected and, hence, globally conformai

Kahler.

Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 8.1, 8.2 of [2], which

say that a complete almost-Hermitian manifold for which

KXUX)-\(vxJ)(x)\2\xyA>8 >0,

is compact and simply connected. (See [2], [3] for the definition and the notation of

the holomorphic sectional curvature KX(jXy)

In our case, we have from (1.6)

\(vxj)(x)\2\xy* = i{H2 - ([W(x)]2 +[9(x)]2)\xy2}        (3.2)

which leads to the fact that M is compact simply connected. Hence w is an exact

form and this implies also that M is globally conformai Kahler [2].
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Further information will be contained in

Theorem 3.2. Let M be an l.c.K. manifold with metric g and local Kahler metrics

g'. Then

(i) // the metrics g' have nonpositive h.s.c. and if for every X, d9(X, JX) < 0, g has

also nonpositive h.s.c,

(ii) // the metrics g' have nonnegative h.s.c. and if for every X, (LB$i)(X, JX) > 0,

g has also nonnegative h.s.c,

(iii) ;/ the hypotheses of (ii) are strengthened by asking that for all X,

(LBÜ)(X,JX)\X\~2 > 8 > 0,

then M is a compact simply connected globally conformai Kahler manifold.

Proof. A straightforward application of formula (2.3) yields

e-°K>        -k M2 ,  UX,X) + L(JX,JX)

2\X\

where K' is the sectional curvature of g'.

Consider

X(X, Y) = L(X, JY) - L(JX, Y), (3.4)

which is a 2-form because of the symmetry of L. This is interesting since we have

L(X, X) + L(JX, JX) = -X(X, JX). (3.5)

From (3.4), it follows

X(X, Y) = (Vxu)(JX) - (VJxu)(Y) + I(W A B)(X, Y),

where we shall: (a) explicitate the first term, (b) replace the second term by

-(V Yw)(JX) and explicitate, and (c) replace

VX(JY) = (VXJ)(Y) + J(VXY),       VY(JX) = (VYJ)(X) + J(VYX).

These operations lead to

A = J+i«A« + $, (3.6)

where $ is defined by (1.8). Or, using formula (1.9), we obtain

X = \œ\2Q -\wAB + d9. (3.7)

Now, if we use (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) and (3.7), we get

e-'K-km = KX(JX) +|(V^)(^)|2|^|-4 - d9(X,JX)/2\X\2 (3.8)

and, clearly, this formula proves (i).

Next, replace 4> of (3.6) by (1.11). We get

X = LPQ + ¿w A 9, (3.9)

whence

e~°KxiJX) = KX(JX) - \(VXJ)(X)\2\X\-4 - (LBQ)(X, /*)/2|X|2,     (3.10)

which clearly proves (ii) and, in view of Theorems 8.1, 8.2 of [2], it also proves (iii).
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Corollary 3.3. Let M be an l.c.K. manifold with absolutely parallel Lee form.

Then, if the local metrics g' have nonnegative h.s.c, the metric g also has nonnegative

h.s.c. Particularly, this is true for the Hopf manifolds.

Proof. It follows from [6] that for such manifolds LB$l = 0 so that the statement

follows from part (ii) of Theorem 3.2.

Remark. By (3.10), we have for the Hopf manifolds,

*W*)-l(VjrOW|a|*T4.

and since these are not simply connected, it follows that the inequality of [2,

Theorem 8.3] cannot be strengthened by > 0.

More information can be obtained for those l.c.K. manifolds for which the local

Kahler metrics g' have constant h.s.c. Namely, we have

Theorem 3.4. Let M be a connected l.c.K. manifold and assume that all its local

Kahler metrics g' have the same constant h.s.c k. Then, either k = 0 or M is globally

c.K. In the first case, the supplementary hypothesis that the metric g of M has

pointwise constant h.s.c. ¥= — |w|2/4 in at least one point assures again that M is

globally c.K.

Proof. Under the hypothesis, it is known that the curvature tensor of g' is given

by

R'xyzw = - (k/4){g'(X, Z)g'(Y, W) - g'(X, W)g'(Y, Z)

+ g'(X,JZ)g'(Y,JW)

-g'(X, JW)g'( Y, JZ)+2g'(X, JY)g'(Z, JW)}.    (3.11)

Together with (2.3), this gives the following expression for the curvature tensor of

g-

RXYZW=k{L(X, Z)g(Y, W) - L(Y, Z)g(X, W)

+ L(Y, W)g(X, Z) - L(X, W)g(Y, Z)}

+ (\u\2/4){g(Y, Z)g(X, W) - g(X, Z)g(Y, W)}

-(k/4)e-°{g(X,Z)g(Y,W)

~g(X, W)g(Y, Z) + Sl(X, Z)ti(Y, W)

-ti(X, W)Q.(Y, Z) + 2ti(X, Y)ti(Z, W)}.   (3.12)

Going over here to local coordinates by taking X = d/dx', Y = d/dxJ, Z =

d/dxk, W = d/dxl and contracting by g'V we get

n(n + \)ke-° = R + (2n - 1)A - n(2n - l)(|co|2/2), (3.13)

where R is the scalar curvature of M and A = gijL¡j.

Formula (3.13) shows that if k =£■ 0, a is globally defined, which proves the first

statement of the theorem.

Next, suppose that k = 0 and compute, from either (3.12) or (3.3) the holomor-

phic sectional curvature of g. We get

KX(JX) = M2/4 + H*, JX)/2\X\2. (3.14)
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This shows that KXiJX) is pointwise constant (i.e. independent of X) iff, for every

X, one has

X(X,JX) = cpg(X,X) (3.15)

for some real function (p on M.

Now, since L(X, Y) is symmetric, we easily get

X(X, Y) = L(X, JY) - L(JX, Y)

= 5 { L(X + JY, X + JY) - L(X, X) - L(JY, JY)}

+ \{L(JX - Y,JX - Y) - L(JX,JX) - L(Y, Y)}

= \X(X, JX) + |a( Y, JY) - ±X(X + JY, J(X + JY)),

whence we can see that (3.15) holds iff

X(X, Y) = -q>ti(X, Y) (3.16)

for all X, Y.

I.e., in view of (3.7),

J-|wA« = ^       {4< = -|to|2 - <p). (3.17)

Taking in (3.17) the exterior differential, we get, because of (3.17) and rank Í2 =

2«, that

dxp+\xpu = 0. (3.18)

Locally, we always have w = (2c/t)/t for some function r =£ 0, which implies

from (3.18) that we have locally xp = c/t with a constant c. Together with the

connectedness of M, this shows that either xp = 0 or xp =£ 0 at every point.

In the last case we get co = — (2dx\>)/x\i which is a global relation and proves that

M is globally conformai Kahler. In the first case, we get overall KX(JX) = — |w|2/4,

a case which is excluded.

This ends the proof of Theorem 3.4.

Remark. If M is assumed compact, the hypothesis KX,JX) ¥^ — |w|2/4 is no

longer necessary. In fact, in the exceptional case xp = 0, we have by (3.17),

dB = jw A 9, i.e., in view of (1.2), d8iï = |e(w)5ñ. Here, we take the global scalar

product by ñ and use also 9 = i(u)Q [7]. This yields

(5Í2, 8Q) = - (l/2(« - l))(8Q, Sil),

whence 5Í2 = 0, i.e., 9 = 0.    Q.E.D.

Note. We learned later on that some properties of the manifolds in G'Xj have

been established by T. Kashiwada, Some properties of locally conformai Kahler

manifolds (preprint).
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